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1. Introduction
Cosmology and astrophysics provide several convincing evidences of the existence of Dark
Matter (DM). The observation that some mass is missing to explain the internal dynamics of galaxy
clusters and the rotations of galaxies dates back respectively to the ’30s and the ’70s. The observa-
tions from weak lensing, for instance in the spectacular case of the so-called ‘bullet cluster’, provide
evidence that there is mass where nothing is optically seen. More generally, global fits to a number
of cosmological datasets (Cosmic Microwave Background, Large Scale Structure and also Type
Ia Supernovae) allow to determine very precisely the amount of DM in the global energy-matter
content of the Universe at ΩDMh2 = 0.1188±0.0010 [1]1.
All these signals pertain to the gravitational effects of Dark Matter at the cosmological and
extragalactical scale. Searches for explicit manifestation of the DM particles that are supposed to
constitute the halo of our own galaxy (and the large scale structures beyond it) have instead so far
been giving negative results, but this might be on the point of changing.
Indirect searches for DM are of particular interest for the cosmic ray community gathered
at the 2015 edition of the International Cosmic Ray Conference (ICRC). These searches aim at
detecting the signatures of the annihilations or decays of DM particles in the fluxes of Cosmic
Rays (CRs), intended in a broad sense: charged particles (electrons and positrons, antiprotons,
antideuterium), photons (gamma rays, X-rays, synchrotron radiation), neutrinos. In general, a key
point of all these searches is to look for channels and ranges of energy where it is possible to beat the
‘background’ from ordinary astrophysical processes (which are, ironically, the usual study matter
of CR physicists!). This is for instance the basic reason why searches for charged particles focus on
fluxes of antiparticles (positrons, antiprotons, antideuterons), much less abundant in the Universe
than the corresponding particles, and searches for photons or neutrinos have to look at areas where
the DM-signal to astro-noise ratio can be maximized. Pioneering works have explored indirect
detection (ID) as a promising avenue of discovery since the late-70’s. Since then, innumerable
papers have explored the predicted signatures of countless particle physics DM models.
DM can also be looked for via Direct Detection (DD), which will be briefly addressed in
Sec. 5. Finally, DM particles can be searched for by trying to produce them at particle colliders,
such as the LHC at CERN. This strategy, which is definitely promising and in full swing now, has
however essentially not been discussed at ICRC 2015, so I will not develop it further here.
Before moving to the subject matter, let us quickly remind ourselves of the framework inside
which most of the current activity develops: the one centered around WIMPs. A well spread the-
oretical prejudice wants the DM particles to be thermal relics from the Early Universe. They were
as abundant as photons in the beginning, being freely created and destructed in pairs when the tem-
perature of the hot plasma was larger then their mass. Their relative number density started then
being suppressed as annihilations proceeded but the temperature dropped below their mass, due to
the cooling of the Universe. Finally the annihilation processes also froze out as the Universe ex-
panded further. The remaining, diluted abundance of stable particles constitutes the DM today. As
1Here ΩDM = ρDM/ρc is defined as usual as the energy density in Dark Matter with respect to the critical en-
ergy density of the Universe ρc = 3H20 /8piGN , where H0 is the present Hubble parameter. h is its reduced value
h= H0/100 kms−1Mpc−1.
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it turns out, particles with weak scale mass (∼ 100GeV−1TeV) and weak interactions could play
the above story remarkably well, and their final abundance would automatically (miracolously?)
be the observed ΩDM. While this is certainly not the only possibility, the mechanism is appealing
enough that a several-GeV-to-some-TeV scale DM particle with weak interactions (WIMP) is often
considered as the most likely DM candidate. An important corollary of the long-term fascination
of the community for the WIMP miracle, or more generally the thermal relic production mecha-
nism, is that DM particles are expected to annihilate in pairs into Standard Model particles. More
precisely, a velocity averaged annihilation cross section of 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3/s is seen as the
benchmark value, since it is the one that yields the correct relic abundance. Such annihilations,
occurring today in the Milky Way, could hence originate the anomalous CRs looked for in Indirect
Detection. It is also possible, however, that DM particles decay: provided that their half-life is long
enough that such process decay does not deplete the cosmological density significantly (otherwise
it would contradict the experimental evidences for DM existence), the decay process could then
also be at the origin of CRs to be searched for in ID.
In any case, even independently of the theory prejudices, the mass range around TeV-ish DM
is being explored right now and will certainly be the focus of even more intense explorations in the
near future, by the ID, the DD and the collider experiments.
2. Indirect detection via charged cosmic rays
2.1 Electrons and positrons
Since 2008 or so, there has been a flurry of positive results from a few indirect detection
experiments looking at the fluxes of electrons and positrons, pointing in particular to ‘excesses’ at
the TeV and sub-TeV scale. A selection of these results is collected in fig. 1.
Notorious data from the PAMELA satellite [2, 3] showed a steep increase in the energy spec-
trum of the positron fraction e+/(e++e−) above 10 GeV up to 100 GeV, compatibly with previous
hints from HEAT [4] and AMS-01 [5]. Qualitatively, these findings have been confirmed, and ex-
tended to about 200 GeV, with an independent measurement by the FERMI satellite [6], although
the normalization differs somewhat. More recently, in 2013 and 2014, the AMS-02 experiment
on board the International Space Station has produced high accuracy data [7, 8, 9, 10] that have
allowed to confirm the PAMELA e+ rise and also to point out a possible flattening above 300 GeV.
In the measurement of the sum of electrons and positrons (e+ + e−), data up to 1 TeV are
provided by the FERMI satellite [11] as well as, more recently, by AMS-02 [7, 12, 13]: they both
indicate a rather featureless spectrum, although the spectral indexes differ, the one of AMS-02
being steeper. This mild disagreement will probably be settled soon, since the FERMI collaboration
has identified a systematic effect which will likely bring its data closer to those of AMS-02 in the
upcoming Pass-8 release [14]. Above 1 TeV, data are provided by the HESS [15] and MAGIC [16]
telescopes and show some indication for a cutoff or a steepening at energies of a few TeV. At ICRC
2015, the VERITAS telescope has presented new data [17] which also go in the same direction.
The signals presented above are therefore striking because they imply the existence of a source
of ‘primary’ e+ (and e−) other than the ordinary astrophysical ones. This unknown new source can
well be itself of astrophysical nature, e.g. one or more pulsar(s) / pulsar wind nebula(æ), supernova
3
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Figure 1: A compilation of recent and less recent data in charged cosmic rays. Left: positron fraction.
Right: sum of electrons and positrons.
remnants etc: this possibility is discussed in detail in several contributions to these ICRC 2015
proceedings [18, 19, 20, 21]. It is however very tempting to try and read in these ‘excesses’ the
signature of DM.
Indeed, as already mentioned above, the DM particles that constitute the DM halo of the Milky
Way are expected to annihilate (or perhaps decay) into pairs of primary SM particles (such as bb¯,
µ+µ−, τ+τ−, W+W− and so on) which, after decaying and through the processes of showering
and hadronizing, give origin to fluxes of energetic cosmic rays: e−,e+, p¯ (and also γ-rays, ν ...). De-
pending on which one has been the primary SM particle, the resulting spectra differ substantially in
the details. Generically, however, they feature a ‘bump’-like shape, characterized by a high-energy
cutoff at the DM particle mass and, for e± in particular, a softly decreasing tail at lower energies.
It is thus very natural to expect a DM source to ‘kick in’ on top of the secondary background and
explain the e± excesses. The energy range, in particular, is tantalizingly right: the theoretically
preferred TeV-ish DM would naturally give origin to TeV and sub-TeV bumps and rises.
The e−, e+ and p¯ produced in any given point of the halo propagate immersed in the turbulent
galactic magnetic field. This is exactly analogous to what ordinary charged cosmic rays do (with
the only difference that ordinary CRs are mainly produced in the disk). The field consists of
random inhomogeneities that act as scattering centers for charged particles, so that their journey
can effectively be described as a diffusion process from an extended source (the DM halo) to some
final given point (the location of the Earth, in the case of interest). While diffusing, charged CRs
experience several other processes, and in particular energy losses due to synchrotron radiation,
Inverse Compton Scattering (ICS) on the low energy photons of the CMB and starlight, Coulomb
losses, bremsstrahlung, nuclear spallations... . The transport process is solved numerically or semi-
analytically using codes such as GALPROP [22], DRAGON [23], USINE [24], PICARD [25].
The source, DM annihilations or decays, follows ρ(~x), the DM density distribution in the
4
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Figure 2: Left: a collection of galactic kinematical data and their use to claim evidence for DM in the
Galaxy as well as, in principle, to determine its distribution (figure from [26, 27]). Right: an illustration of
the most-often used DM profiles (from [29]).
galactic halo, to the first power (in case of decays) or to the second power (for annihilations). What
to adopt for ρ(~x) is another one of the main open problems in the field, which has been discussed
at some length at ICRC 2015 [26, 27, 28]. Based on the results of increasingly more refined
numerical simulations or on direct observations [26, 27], profiles that differ even by several orders
of magnitude at the GC are routinely adopted: e.g. the classical Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW)
or the Einasto one, which exhibit a cusp at the galactic center, or the truncated isothermal or the
Burkert one, which feature a central core. All profiles, on the other hand, are roughly normalized
at the same value at the location of the Earth, which needs to be determined accurately [28]. These
features generically imply that observables which depend mostly on the local DM density (for
instance, the flux of high energy positrons, which cannot come from far away due to energy losses)
will not be very affected by the choice of profile, while those that are sensitive to the density at the
GC will be affected the most (e.g. gamma rays observations of regions close to the GC).
All in all, the DM annihilation (or decay) channel, the DM mass and the annihilation cross
section (or decay rate), convoluted with the information on the propagation process and the DM
galactic profile allow to determine the expected CR fluxes and compare them with the data. Of
course, a proper treatment of the background from astrophysics is crucial to obtain meaningful
results (this step often represents the most tricky one in the actual analysis). Under conservative
and rather broad assumptions for the background and for propagation, an example of the results of
global fits to data, for the case of annihilations, is given in fig. 3. As perhaps well known, the DM
needed to fit the data has to: have a mass in the TeV / multi-TeV range, have a very large annihi-
lation cross section (of the order of 10−23cm3/s, orders of magnitude larger than the cosmological
prejudice) and be leptophilic (to avoid contradicting antiproton bounds for such a large cross sec-
tion, see the next section). So a global Dark Matter interpretation of the leptonic ‘excesses’ can be
attempted. However, even restricting to leptonic data only, some tension is present. First, as appar-
ent in fig. 3, the green and blue regions overlap only marginally, i.e. the positron data tend to prefer
a mass smaller than the all lepton ones. This is due to the bending of the highest energy AMS-02
5
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Figure 3: An example of the current status of the global fits of positron fraction data (green areas) and of
electron+positron data (blue regions), for one specific case of DM profile and annihilation channel. Figure
produced for ICRC 2015.
data [30]. Secondly, the conclusions reached above may be questioned if one fully exploits the pre-
cision of the AMS-02 data and if one relaxes the assumptions (e.g. considering more annihilation
channels with different branching ratios), as done in [19]. Finally, and perhaps most importantly,
a significant tension exists with constraints from gamma rays and from the CMB. We will discuss
the former ones in a subsequent section. The CMB ones stem from the fact that DM annihilations
in the Early Universe inject energy that modifies the properties of the CMB, mainly via the induc-
tion of excessive ionized material at early redshift. Fig. 4 reports two recent determinations of the
bounds, that manifestly exclude the DM interpretation of the leptonic ‘excesses’ [1, 31]. These
constraints have the advantage of being insensitive to the usual astrophysical uncertainties that af-
fect the gamma and charged CR ray bounds (e.g. the DM profile), but they can be evaded if the
cross section is suppressed at low velocities or early times.
So keeping the DM option on the table, the question becomes: how will we be able to discrim-
inate between a DM versus an astrophysical origin of the excesses? It is repeatedly claimed, e.g. by
the press releases of the AMS-02 collaboration [7, 32], that the behavior of the positron fraction
spectrum at high energies, which will be precisely measured by the experiment, will allow such
discrimination: the assumption is that a DM spectrum would show a sharp cut-off (at the value cor-
responding to the particle’s mass) while an astrophysical source would present a smoother decline.
While it is certainly true that a very important role will be played by precision measurements, un-
fortunately the above statements are too simplistic. Indeed, for instance, when DM annihilates in a
combination of channels, including hadronic ones, its e+ spectrum can be soft. On the other hand,
6
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a sufficiently young and nearby pulsar could explain the data and would produce a steep spectral
descent. In general, too little is known on the details of CR propagation and on the mechanisms of
local astrophysical sources to support the simplistic claims on the shape of the fraction.
A more promising avenue is connected to the arrival direction of the cosmic leptons. Detecting
a clear dipole anisotropy would be a clear indication of the existence of a single point source while
measuring an isotropic distribution would rather favor a diffuse source such as DM (or a collection
of uniformly distributed point sources). The anisotropy measurement is most useful if performed
as a function of the energy of the incoming leptons: indeed, low energy cosmic rays are generically
predicted to come from farther away (a long propagation degrades the energy) and therefore to have
a randomized arrival direction, while high energy ones would better retain the information. FERMI
has reported upper bounds as a function of the energy in [33]. AMS-02 has reported a flat upper
bound of 3% in [10] and plans to reach a 1% sensitivity [7] in the dipole anisotropy. PAMELA has
recently quoted an upper bound of 16% [34].
Very fortunately, the near future has in store more precision data on leptons. At ICRC 2015,
the japanese-led CALET detector [35] and the chinese-led DAMPE satellite [36] were presented in
some detail: they will explore an energy range up to several TeV with unprecedented resolution.
CALET has been installed on the ISS in august 2015 while DAMPE is scheduled for launch in
december 2015. Remarkably enough, even the future gamma ray imaging telescope CTA plans
to be able to measure the positron fraction at high energies, using the Earth-Moon system as a
spectrometer [37].
2.2 Antiprotons
In the antiproton channel, data have been published by PAMELA since 2008 [38] (and then
2010 [39] and 2012 [40]). More recently, AMS-02 has also presented preliminary data on the p¯/p
ratio, in a a widely advertised event at CERN [41] and then at ICRC 2015 [7, 8]. The data-sets from
the two experiments, reported in fig. 5, are in very good mutual agreement, although the AMS-02
ones are of course much more accurate and extend to higher energies.
In the AMS presentation strategy [7, 8, 42], the public may be led to believe that the data are
at odds with the predictions from astrophysics and therefore that a new component (Dark Matter!)
7
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has to be invoked. However, despite the extent to which we would all love AMS to find something
extraordinarily new, this is at best clearly premature. Indeed, when one includes, in the computa-
tions of the predictions from astrophysics, the latest recent developments, the discrepancy is largely
reabsorbed. Such latest developments include: (i) the new measurement of the primary proton and
Helium spectra (which, impinging on the interstellar medium, produce the bulk of the astrophysical
antiprotons), as delivered by AMS itself [43, 44] 2; (ii) the recent results on the antiproton spallation
production cross section [46, 48]; (iii) updated propagation schemes [47]. . .
A collection of fairer comparisons between the data and the updated predictions from astro-
physics is reported in fig. 5 (first 3 panels). The predictions differ slightly because they employ
different inputs and different determinations of the uncertainties. However, the qualitative conclu-
2These measurements are now in very good agreement with the corresponding measurements by PAMELA from
2011 [45, 3], after that AMS has revisited its understanding of the systematic errors with respect to the data presented
at ICRC 2013 (see footnote 23 of [43]): now both experiments see a spectral break (a.k.a. a ‘change of slope’) at about
300 GeV.
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sion is quite apparent: contrarily to the leptonic case, there is no unambiguous excess in antiproton
data. On the other hand, it is true that the data seem to prefer a rather flat p¯/p, which is some-
what difficult to obtain in current astrophysical models. This may point to propagation schemes
characterized by a relatively mild energy dependence of the diffusion coefficient at high energies.
Although it is too early to draw strong conclusions, this is an interesting observation and it goes in
the same direction as the preference displayed by the preliminary B/C AMS-02 data.
For what concerns Dark Matter, since no excess can undisputedly be claimed, one can derive
constraints [49, 52]. This is what is reported in the last panel of fig. 5 for one specific example. Fix-
ing a benchmark DM profile (Einasto) and the MED propagation scheme, the constraints exclude
the thermal annihilation cross section 〈σv〉= 3 ·10−26 cm3/s formDM∼ 150 GeV. The modification
of the profile or the propagation scheme has the effect of spanning the shaded band, i.e. affecting
the bounds by a factor of a few. For analogous constraints on decaying DM, see [49, 52, 53].
2.3 Antideuterium
Antideuterons (the bound states of an antiproton and an antineutron) are believed to be quite
promising as a tool for DM searches. They can be produced by DM via the coalescence of an
antiproton and an antineutron originating from an annihilation event, provided that the latter ones
are produced with momenta that are spatially aligned and comparable in magnitude [54]. This
peculiar kinematics in the production mechanism implies two things. One, that the flux of d¯ from
DM is (unfortunately) predicted to be much lower than the one of other, more readily produced,
charged CRs. Two, that (fortunately) the flux peaks in an energy region, corresponding typically to
a fraction of a GeV, where very little astrophysical background d¯’s are present, since the latter ones
are believed to originate in spallations of high energy cosmic ray protons on the interstellar gas at
rest, a completely different kinematical situation. It is therefore sometimes said that the detection
of even just one sub-GeV antideuteron in CRs would be a smoking gun evidence for DM.
At ICRC 2015, antideuterons have been discussed within the context of the GAPS and AMS-
02 experiments [55, 56]. The former one, in particular, will be a dedicated balloon mission which
employs a novel technique: it plans to slow down the d¯ nucleus, have it captured inside the de-
tector to form an exotic atom and then annihilate emitting characteristic X-ray and pion radiation.
9
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Currently there is only an upper limit from the BESS experiment [57], at the level of about 2 orders
of magnitude higher than the most optimistic predictions. The limit and the reach of the future
experiments is reported in fig. 6.
3. Indirect detection via gamma rays
In general, DM annihilation (or decay) can produce photon fluxes in many ways, among which:
I) ‘Prompt’ gamma-rays: produced directly by DM annihilations themselves. In turn, however,
these gamma-rays can originate from different stages of the annihilation process:
Ia) From the bremsstrahlung of charged particles and the fragmentation of hadrons, e.g.
pi0, in the final states of the annihilations. These processes generically give origin to a
continuum of γ-rays which peaks at energies somewhat smaller than the DM mass mDM,
i.e. typically in the range of tens of GeV to multi-TeV. The spectra can be computed
in a model independent way (see e.g. [29]), since all one needs to know is the pair of
primary SM particles.
Ib) From the bremsstrahlung from one of the internal particles in the annihilation diagram.
This typically gives rise to a sharp feature that peaks at an energy corresponding to the
DM mass. The process is in general subdominant with respect to the continuum, but
it can be particularly important in cases in which the continuum itself is suppressed by
some mechanism, e.g. helicity constraints, which are lifted by the internal radiation.
The spectrum from this contribution cannot be computed without knowing the details
of the annihilation model.
Ic) From an annihilation directly into a pair of gamma-rays, which gives rise to a line
spectrum at the energy corresponding to the mass of the DM. Since DM is neutral,
this annihilation has to proceed via some intermediation (typically a loop of charged
particles) and it is therefore suppressed by (typically) 2 to 4 orders of magnitude.
In any case, since these γ-rays originate directly from the annihilations themselves, their
spatial distribution follows closely the distribution of DM.
II) Secondary radiation, emitted by the e+e−, which have been produced by the annihilation
process, when they interact with the environment:
IIa) ICS gamma-rays: produced by the Inverse Compton Scattering (ICS) of the energetic
electrons and positrons, created in the DM annihilation, onto the low energy photons
of the CMB, the galactic star-light and the infrared-light, which are thus upscattered in
energy. Typically, they cover a wider range of energies than prompt gamma rays, from
energies of a fraction of the DM mass to almost up to the DM mass itself. Their spatial
distribution traces the distribution of e±, which originate from DM but then diffuse out
in the whole galactic halo (as seen above).
IIc) Bremsstrahlung gamma-rays: produced by the same energetic electrons and positrons
onto the gas in the interstellar medium. Typically, they are of lower energy than ICS
10
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rays; their spatial distribution traces the e± but also the density of target gas, so it is
typically concentrated in the galactic disk.
IIc) Synchrotron emission: consisting in the radiation emitted in the magnetic field of the
Galaxy by the e± produced by DM annihilations. For an intensity of the magnetic
field of O(µGauss), like in the case of the Milky Way halo, and for e± of GeV-TeV
energies, the synchrotron emission falls in the MHz-GHz range, i.e. in the radio band.
For large magnetic fields and large DM masses it can reach up to EHz, i.e. the X-
ray band. Their region of origin is necessarily concentrated where the magnetic field
is highest; in particular the GC is the usual target of choice. However, it has been
recently suggested that the galactic halo at large, or even the extragalactic ones, can be
interesting sources [58].
Individuating the best targets to search for these annihilation signals is one of the main games in
the field. Not very surprisingly, the preferred targets have to be (i) regions with high DM densities
and/or (ii) regions where the astrophysical ‘background’ is reduced and therefore the signal/noise
ratio is favorable. The distinction between (i) and (ii) is of course not clear-cut, and of course there
are specific cases in which other environmental reasons make a region more suitable than another
(such as in the case of synchrotron radiation which needs a region with a strong magnetic field).
Moreover, new promising targets keep being individuated. However, for the sake of schematizing,
one can list the following targets at which the experiments look:
◦ The Milky Way Galactic Center (GC) − (i).
◦ Small regions around or just outside the GC, such as the Galactic Center Halo (GCH, an
annulus of about 1◦ around the GC, excluding the Galactic Plane) etc − (i) + (ii).
◦ Wide regions of the Galactic Halo (GH) itself (such as observational windows centered at
the GC and several tens of degrees wide in latitude and longitude, from which a diffuse flux
of gamma-rays is expected, including the one due to the ICS emission from the diffused
population of e± from DM annihilations − (ii).
◦ Globular clusters (GloC), which are dense agglomerates of stars, embedded in the Milky
Way galactic halo. They are a peculiar kind of target since they are not supposed to be DM
dominated, quite the opposite, as they are rich of stars. The interest in them arises from two
facts: that they may have formed inside a primordial DM subhalo and some of the DM may
have remained trapped; that the density of baryonic matter may create by attraction a DM
spike and thus enhance the annihilation flux− (i).
◦ Subhalos of the galactic DM halo, whose position, however, is of course unknown a priori.
◦ Satellite galaxies of the Milky Way, often of the dwarf spheroidal (dSph) class, such as
Sagittarius, Segue1, Draco and several others, which are star-deprived and believed to be
DM dominated − (i) + (ii). The ‘problem’ with dSphs is precisely that the determination of
their DM content and distribution relies on stars as kinematical tracers and therefore suffers
from rather large uncertainties [59].
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◦ Large scale structures in the relatively nearby Universe, such as galaxy clusters (e.g. the
Virgo, Coma, Fornax, Perseus clusters, and several others with catalog names that are less
pleasant to write) − (i) + (ii)
◦ The Universe at large, meaning looking at the isotropic flux of (redshifted) γ-rays that come
to us from DM annihilation in all halos and all along the recent history of the Universe. Often
this flux is called ‘extragalactic’ or ‘cosmological’ − (ii)
Focussing on the range of energies above a GeV or so (i.e. proper gamma rays), the current
main experiments in the game are the FERMI satellite and the ground-based Imaging Atmospheric
Cˇerenkov Telescopes (IACT) HESS, MAGIC and VERITAS. Table 7 lists the most relevant searches
for signals from DM annihilation performed by these experiments: they all turn out empty handed
and therefore bounds on the annihilation cross section are imposed. Moreover, equivalent searches
are performed for DM decay. As an example, at ICRC 2015 MAGIC presented a limit from the
observation of the Perseus cluster [82]. Two bounds presented at ICRC 2015 for the first time
are reported in fig. 8 (they actually turn out to be the most stringent ones across the whole range
of masses). Fig. 9 presents instead the whole collection of limits (choosing the continuum γ-rays
from the bb¯ annihilation channel for definiteness, although the GloC bounds of HESS apply to the
W+W− case), mostly corresponding to those listed in table of fig. 7. The radio bounds are taken
from [58].
Besides these ‘official’ searches, many independent works have analysed varying combina-
tions of datasets, considered different targets and studied different models, often obtaining more
stringent limits. For the purposes of this write-up, I choose not to enter this very large body of
literature, which is however extremely relevant and interesting.
At ICRC 2015, plans for the future of gamma-ray detection in the DM context have been
discussed too. The main players are expected to be the Cˇerenkov Telescope Array (CTA) [83], the
High Altitude Water Cˇerenkov Observatory (HAWC) [84] and the Large High Altitude Air Shower
Observatory (LHAASO) [85].
3.1 The Galactic Center GeV excess
Possibly the most hotly debated issue concerning DM at ICRC 2015 is the Galactic Center
GeV excess. The issue has relatively old origins: several authors have reported, since 2009, the
detection of a gamma-ray signal in FERMI data, originating from the inner few degrees around the
GC [86]. The spectrum and the morphology are compatible with those expected from annihilating
DM particles, and in particular they are best fit by 30-50 GeV DM particles distributed according
to a (contracted) NFW profile and annihilating into bb¯ with 〈σv〉 = 1.4÷ 2× 10−26 cm3/s [87]
(see fig. 10). This has naturally given rise to an intense model building actvity [88] (including on
the possibility of tests at colliders [89]). A ‘semi-official’ statement from the FERMI collaboration
on this issue has been given at ICRC 2015 [90] and then in [91]: a residual is indeed present and
it can be well fit by DM as discussed above, although any conclusion is premature. The presence
of the excess (and its DM interpretation) is robust against variations of the known astrophysical
foregrounds [92, 93]. But of course, as usual, the excess might be due to unknown (up to now)
astrophysical phenomena: millisecond pulsars or other point sources [94, 102, 103, 104, 105],
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Figure 7: A collection of the currently most relevant γ-ray searches for DM annihilation, as produced by
the different experimental collaborations.
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Figure 11: Antiproton constraints on the DM interpretation of the GC GeV excess, assuming fixed (left),
flexible (middle) or essentially free (right) parameters for solar modulation (from [107] or [23]).
leptonic or other outbursts [98, 99, 100, 101], non-conventional CR propagation [106] or injections
of CRs [95, 96, 97].
A relevant question is whether the DM interpretation can be confirmed or ruled out by associ-
ated signals, for instance in antiprotons (as asked in [107, 108, 109, 110, 111]) or in gamma rays
from dwarfs [112, 65, 113]. In both cases the conclusions seem to vary depending on the details
of the analysis which is done (see fig. 11). Hence, the conservative bottom line is still that no, the
constraints are not conclusive in either sense.
4. Indirect detection via neutrinos
Neutrinos are of course produced in DM annihilations together with all the other particles
discussed above. Similarly to γ-rays, neutrinos have the advantage of proceeding straight and
essentially unabsorbed through the Galaxy. Even more, they can cross long lengths of dense matter
with little interaction. Contrary to γ-rays, however, the detection principle of neutrinos is more
difficult and it introduces limitations in the choice of targets. Neutrinos are observed at huge
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Improved methods for solar DM searches with the IceCube Marcel Zoll
sensitivity from the respective sample. The final event rate is 1.4 mHz in the IC-dominated sample
and 0.4 mHz in the DC-dominated sample.
6. Results and discussion
This analysis found no significant excess in muon neutrinos from the direction of the Sun
in the search for a possible solar WIMP signal. This allows us to set stringent limits on the muon
neutrino-flux from the Sun for energies in the GeV-TeV range. Under the assumption of a local DM
density at 0.3 GeV/cm3, a standard Maxwellian velocity distribution in the galactic WIMP halo and
the Standard Solar Model this limit can be converted to a limit on the WIMP-nucleon scattering
cross-section for each such probed WIMP model. Figure 5 shows the obtained sensitivities and
limits of this analysis for the spin-dependent and spin-independent scattering cross-section.
Compared to the previous IceCube solarWIMP analysis[9] conducted with 79 deployed strings,
the improvement ranges from a factor up to 10 at the lowest WIMP mass at 20 GeV to a factor 2
for higher WIMP masses up to 10 TeV. The improvement over just the added detector volume
can be attributed to the refinement of the analysis methods and a better hit selection with IceHive.
The so obtained limits make IceCube very competitive compared to the reported limits from other
experiments for WIMP masses above ⇠150 GeV.
Note: We have carried out a second independent solar WIMP analysis on the same dataset. The
results of the two analyses are consistent with each other and are described as separate contributions
to t is co ference (see [4]). At a later time we will combine the two analyses.
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Figure 5: Limits of his analysis on the spin dependent (left) and spin independent (right) WIMP-nucleon
scattering cross-section as a function of the WIMP mass derived from this analysis. Systematic uncertainties
are shown as a red band. Also shown are reported limits from other experiments [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18].
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ANTARES search of DM from the Earth Andreas Gleixner
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limits on sSI so far). See Figure 4.
Here the upper limits on sSIp decrease with increasing boost factor, until equilibrium would
be reached. Assuming the WIMP would mainly annihilate into nµ n¯µ channel and < sv >⇡
1.510 23cm3s 1, this search yields the so far most stringent limits on sSIp . It should however
be noted that this scenario would not be possible if DM were mainly made up by SUSY particles
or the lightest Kaluza-Klein particle.
5. Conclusion and Outlook
A search for dark matter from the center of the Earth has been performed with the data data
collected from 2007 to 2012 by ANTARES neutrino telescope. No significant excess over the
background expectation has been found. 90% CL upper limits on the WIMP self annihilation rate
6
Figure 12: A collection of current neutrino bounds on Dark Matter. First line: bounds on DM annihi-
lations in the Galactic Halo (left, figure from ICECUBE [123]) or the Galactic Center (right, figure from
ANTARES [124], referring to the τ+τ− channel). Notice that the left figure assumes a NFW profile renor-
malized with a local density of 0.47 GeV/cm3 while the right one assumes 0.4. Second line: bounds on
the DM scattering cross section with nucleons, from DM accumulated in the center of the Sun, obtained
by ICECUBE (left: figure from [117], for the Spin Dependent case; right: figure from the parallel analysis
in [118], for the Spin Independent case). Third ine: bounds on the SI cross section from DM in the center
of the Earth (figure from [119]).
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Cˇerenkov detectors located underground (or under-ice or under-water) via the showers of secondary
particles that they produce when interacting in the material inside the instrumented volume or in
its immediate surroundings. The charged particles, in particular muons, emit Cˇerenkov light when
traversing the experiment and thus their energy and direction (which are connected to those of the
parent neutrino) can be measured. The main background for this search consists in the large flux of
cosmic muons coming from the atmosphere above the detector. The experiments, therefore, have
to select only upgoing tracks, i.e. due to neutrinos that have crossed the entire Earth and interacted
inside or just below the instrumented volume. Schematically, experiments look for neutrinos:
◦ From the GC or the GH, in close similarity with γ-rays. Experiments located at the South
Pole can not ‘see’ the GC, which is essentially above horizon for them. The DeepCore
extension of ICECUBE, however, circumvents this limitation by using the outer portion of the
experiment as an active veto.
◦ From satellite galaxies or clusters of galaxies, again in similarity with γ-rays, although in
this case the sensitivities are typically not competitive with gamma rays.
◦ From the center of the Sun (or even the Earth). The idea is that DM particles in the halo may
become gravitationally captured by a massive body, lose energy via repeated scatterings with
its nuclei and thus accumulate at its center. The annihilations occurring there give origin
to fluxes of high energy neutrinos which, albeit suffering oscillations and interactions in the
dense matter of the astrophysical body (see e.g. [114, 115, 116]), can emerge. The detection
of high-energy neutrinos from the Sun, on top of the much lower energy neutrino flux due to
nuclear fusion processes, would constitute the proverbial smoking gun for DM, as there are
no known astrophysical processes able to mimic it.
At ICRC 2015, neutrinos from DM have been discussed in a number of contributions [117,
118, 119, 120, 121, 122]. The main neutrino telescopes, such as SUPERKAMIOKANDE, ICE-
CUBE and ANTARES, have looked for signals, without finding any. This therefore imposes once
again bounds on the relevant DM properties. Fig. 12 collects a few representative ones. The non-
observation of high-energy neutrino fluxes from the Galactic Halo and Galactic Center imposes
constraints on the DM annihilation cross section (first line of fig. 12). Quantitatively, such con-
straints fall somewhat above the γ-ray bounds discussed in Sec. 3, and are therefore slightly less
stringent. They have the advantage, however, of being less dependent on the DM particle mass:
the reason is that while a larger DM mass implies lower DM density (e.g. in the GC) and therefore
fainter fluxes and looser constraints, this is compensated by the fact that the higher energy neu-
trinos coming from such heavier DM annihilations also have a higher cross section for detection
(in the material of neutrino telescopes) and thus the loss in the rate is partly compensated. Neu-
trino constraints become therefore somewhat competitive with γ-ray bounds at large DM masses.
Constraints from the observations of dwarf galaxies are for the moment less competitive [122].
The non-observation of high-energy neutrino fluxes from the center of the Sun, on the other
hand, imposes constraints on the scattering cross section of DM particles with nuclei, the same
which are relevant for DM Direct Detection (DD) (second line of fig. 12). Remarkably, the bounds
are competitive with those from the dedicated DD experiments, such as XENON-100 or CDMS,
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Figure 13: Summary chart of the current most stringent bounds on DM annihilation, in different chan-
nels and from different searches as discussed in the text. The corresponding references are: AMS-02 an-
tiprotons [49], FERMI dwarfs [66], CMB [31], HESS-GC [61], FERMI IGRB [74], ANTARES [124], ICE-
CUBE [123]. Several caveats apply: (i) ‘Official’ bounds, i.e. those obtained by the relevant experimental
collaborations, are reported for the most part, although of course many other authors have obtained limits that
may be even more constraining. (ii) When different bounds are available, ‘fiducial’ ones are adopted. (iii)
Some bounds need rescaling for the sake of a fair comparison: (iii-a) the HESS-GC one has been rescaled
to correspond to the benchmark Einasto profile defined in [29] and used for the AMS-02 antiproton bounds;
(iii-b) the ICECUBE bounds have been rescaled to be comparable to the ANTARES ones; (iii-c) however, a
further rescaling of both neutrino bounds would be necessary to compare them with the benchmark Einasto
assumption (but this is not possible as the neutrino regions of observation are not univocally defined).
mostly on the spin-dependent scattering cross section but also on the spin-independent one. Finally,
the non observation of neutrino fluxes from the center of the Earth can be used to impose constraints
on the SI scattering cross section (third line of fig. 12): for some specific values of the DM mass
around 50÷ 60 GeV, where a resonance enhances the capture by the chemical elements constituting
the Earth, they can be more stringent than the corresponding bounds from the Sun.
Before moving to another search mode, let us collect on a single plot all the constraints from
indirect detection discussed so far: fig. 13 compares them for 3 different channels and for a variety
of messengers. The important caveats discussed in the caption apply.
5. Direct detection
Dark Matter can also be looked for in Direct Searches, which aim at detecting, in ultra-clean
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Sensitivity Projections: Spin-Independent Interactions
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Figure 14: Status of Direct Detection searches and their projected sensitivity (figure from [125, 126]).
and ultra-sensitive experiments, the recoil of an atom hit by a DM particle. In the most studied
case, one assumes that the DM particle hits a nucleon, so that the sought-for signature consists of
a nuclear recoil. But the case of electron recoil events can also be considered. Given the very low
predicted DM interaction with ordinary matter (assuming that such interaction even exists!), these
events are of course extremely rare, hence the experiments have to be shielded as much as possible
from the ‘contamination’ produced by ordinary cosmic rays: they are placed in deep underground
caverns, shielded by km-equivalent of rock, or possibly deep under the Antarctic ice. In this sense,
it is somewhat ironic that direct detection (DD) be addressed in a CR conference such as the ICRC.
On the other hand, DM can be seen as yet another species of elusive radiation from space, which
has to be searched for precisely by screening from the most abundant species. At ICRC 2015, a
rather limited number of contributions has been devoted to this elusive radiation. I will limit myself
to presenting the state of the art of the searches, in the form of the summary plot of fig. 14, and
highlight the few additions discussed at the conference. The summary plot shows the DM/nucleon
cross section, as a function of the DM mass, as determined by the very many experiments that have
been performed so far. The upper bounds are reported (most solid lines) as well as the predicted
sensitivities (most dashed lines). Some experiments (most notoriously DAMA-LIBRA), have been
interpreted in terms of positive detection, although this is in apparent conflict with the bounds, at
least under standard assumptions. The lower floor represents the region in which neutrinos, from
different sources, start producing events that act as backgrounds to DM ones.
At ICRC 2015, DAMIC [127] has presented results, not reported in the summary plot, that
cut an additional sliver of parameter space around mDM ' 1÷3 GeV. XMASS has presented, with
preliminary data, a bound which is currently not competitive [128] but the collaboration aims to
get at 10−47cm2 for a 100 GeV mass [129]. Also, no evidence for an annual modulation in XMASS
(in the data corresponding to less than 1yr of data taking) has been reported [130].
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6. Outside of the WIMP box
Before concluding, I will take a brief excursion outside of the WIMP framework, mentioning
the contributions to ICRC 2015 that have addressed alternatives. [131] has started the search for
hidden photon DM. Ref. [132] has discussed the prospects for sterile neutrino DM, especially in
the light of the X-ray line at 3.55 KeV identified in XMM-NEWTON data. In Direct Detection,
ref. [133] has presented bounds on electron recoil in XENON-100, possibly associated to Axion-
like DM candidates. Ref. [134] has considered Primordial Black Holes as DM candidates and
discussed the bounds from stellar evolution. This is only a very partial glimpse in the panorama of
these theory proposals and of the corresponding searches, which is extremely varied and interesting.
7. Generic conclusions
Dark Matter exists and discovering what it is made of is certainly one of the major open
problems in particle physics and cosmology nowadays. The key to finding out the answer will
probably lie in a tight collaboration among the many different disciplines involved in the quest,
including in particular particle physics beyond the Standard Model and cosmic ray physics. ICRC
2015 has then of course been an ideal venue for this cross-fertilization. The potential problem, in
my view, is that progress in both communities might be too slow for the needs (or the wishes) of
the other community. In the recent past, there are many examples of cases in which some parts of
the Dark Matter particle theory community has jumped too quickly on the interpretation of cosmic
ray data, without a full understanding of the ‘astrophysics-related’ issues and thus reaching maybe
unmotivated conclusions. In the even more recent past, there are other examples of some parts of
the cosmic ray community crying ‘Dark Matter!’ too quickly, perhaps without a full control of the
context. Given the important stakes involved, it is perhaps more worthwhile to stay focussed and
work fruitfully towards the common goal.
Note added: We remind that, concerning DM ID, one can also look at pioneering works in [135].
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